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Abstract 
The author discusses the conceptual bases related to general and clinimetric properties of stroke 
scales, relating them to its application in research and clinical practice. This paper briefly presents 
the definitions of reliability and validity and its usage in clinical studies, and didactically demon-
strates statistical approaches for obtaining agreement and correlation coefficients. Finally, it pro-
posed to criticize the most common bias in the literature on the use of these concepts and for-
wards suggestions for its appropriate guidance to studies formulation. 
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1. Introduction 
A stroke assessment scale is a simplified and organized selection of items found in routine neurological exami-
nation or daily activities of any individual. It is not just used as a selection criterion for certain clinical therapeu-
tics or in the assessment of its efficacy, but also may be valuable and advantageous instruments to anticipate the 
outcome as quickly and accurately as possible in patients admitted for specifics treatments [1]-[3]. This facili-
tates the preparations of relatives about the individual’s future needs after the discharge, because there’s great 
difference among these patients, ranging from those who will need permanent care, with total dependence, or 
some that will develop mild to moderate repercussions, until another one who will resume their normal activities 
[4]-[7]. These scales can specifically to approach loss or abnormality of a psychological function, physiological 
or anatomical damage (impairment scales); the restriction and deprivation resulting in the ability to perform a 
task within the standards considered normal or activity limitations scales (previously disability scales); or the 
disadvantage that will harm the individual in the social context, or societal participation scales (previously han-
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dicap scales) [8] [9]. 

2. General Properties of Scales 
The clinical medicine is based on concepts and methodological bases that are directly related to biomedicine. In 
these properties is included the so-called clinimetric criteria, which are commonly used both in clinical practice 
as in research in general neurology [10]. Watching these clinimetric criteria, a strokescale should be characte-
rized by include specificity, prognostic value, sensitivity, validity and reliability, each one with values clinically 
acceptable [11]-[13]. Thereunto, these scales, shall: 1) qualifying and quantifying the neurological signs and 
symptoms to detect abnormalities in any phase of disease, it’s very important to include a selection of items 
based on their clinical relevance, to preserve the specificity; 2) have prognostic value in acute phase of disease; 
3) have satisfactory reproducibility of repeat scoring; 4) be validated, in field of construction validity; at least, 5) 
have responsiveness, with capacity to fluctuate to identify clinical changes over time; 6) easy to use to patient 
and tester [9]-[12]. 

Yet, in its issues constituents, the scales shall: 1) avoid the incorporation of signs of dubious or inconclusive 
functional significance; 2) precisely define the maneuvers to obtain certain results; 3) avoid the inclusion of very 
complex or difficulties items to execute; 4) to graduate in a ranking its items in according to the parameters of 
the neurological examination or task difficulty and complexity; 5) into their properties and its purpose, shall be 
as embracing as possible, for example, many scales used in several pathologies, as in stroke, with different eti-
ology, pathogenesis and repercussions doesn’t evaluate the cognitive state, and this is an essential indicative of 
suitable functioning of central nervous system, but unfortunately, is often excluded from routine assessment [8] 
[9] [14]. 

3. Clinimetrics Properties of Scales 
Specificity is critical to the relevance of a stroke scale. Any element just occasionally found do not to be in-
cluded, so the selection of component items should be based on its diagnostic power, it means, with reasonable 
frequency, and on its prognostic capacity. For example, studies suggest that the level of consciousness, muscle 
strength, failures in the visual fields and some aspects of language are better prognostic factors in the neurologi-
cal examination [12] [14]. 

Validity is an important feature of a scale, but difficult to assess. It can refer to the ability to determine the 
clinical status of an individual or predict his conditions (criterion validity); or to the property to include all the 
dimensions that are relevant in reference to what is being measured (content validity); or even if is possible the 
correlation with other scales or measuring instruments (concurrent validity) [15]. Note that there’s a common 
bias in current literature, where some studies are classified as about validity of a method, while, in fact, are re-
lated to reliability of this instrument. Sometimes, even inadequate statistics bases, such agreement coefficients, 
for example, are used in the analysis of studies that intend to measure concurrent validity of certain method, 
whereas the reproducibility of results, despite being essential, doesn’t check validity to an instrument. 

Reliability is defined as the quality of a particular method to reproduce its results on repeated applications 
with the least possible variability [12]-[16]. The reliability cannot be conceived as a property that a method has 
or not, every instrument shows some degree of reliability when applied to certain populations and under certain 
conditions, however should respect a plausibility and clinical adequacy [2] [3] [17].  

4. Ascertainment of Scales Reliability 
The classification of the degree of reliability of a scale can be obtained by measuring the reproducibility of the 
scores found by different observers, the inter-rater agreement, for just an observer at different times, the in-
tra-rater agreement, and also by internal consistency (homogeneity), which is the inter-correlation among the 
variables, or components items, of a scale [12]-[18]. 

In assessing the inter-rater agreement, is evaluated, ultimately, two components of possible inaccuracy of an 
instrument: a bias that is reflected by the differences between the marginal distributions of the variable res-
ponses of each observer; and another one, that reflects how the observers classified individuals in the same cat-
egory of measurement scale [19]. The inaccuracy of inter-rater agreement possibly comes from specific charac-
teristics of a scale, for example, of some degree of subjectivity of items components; of assessed subjects, which 
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may have clinical changes in the acute, subacute or chronic phase of a disease; or from examiners who may dis-
agree by absence or insufficient prior training. 

The qualitative representation of inter-rater agreement can be measured using different methods. The percen-
tage of agreement would be the simplest way to achieve this result. There are two aspects of weakness in this 
kind of statistical analysis.Firstly, it doesn’t qualify the examiners’ agreement, which can agree in elements that 
don’t correspond to reality, in other words, they can agree in a wrong variable. Possibly this misconception do 
not affect reliability, but has huge consequences on the accuracy of the method. In addition, an agreement by 
chance can be expected in any method and the percentage doesn’t include this observation under any circums-
tances. Thus, percentage of agreement may be satisfactory for binary data, but do not reflect the magnitude of 
disagreement in ordinal or nominal data such as of stroke scales [12] [20] [21]. 

Another way to get the measure of agreement would be through correlation coefficients. These coefficients 
express a trend between two sets of categorical observations. It’s of paramount importance to realize that meas-
ures of degree of correlation are not measures of agreement. The correlation coefficients are inappropriate for 
measuring concordance of results. Although it be sometimes used, correlation coefficients are inappropriate to 
approach of reliability. Firstly, the correlation coefficients are measures of linear association between two va-
riables, which is not the same as a measure of agreement. Furthermore, one can obtain high degrees of correla-
tion with poor real clinical agreement. It doesn’t provide values that can be compared, not expressing a true 
agreement. May present an excellent result, even when there’s no agreement, since that there’s a systematic var-
iation in the results obtained by the examiners. So, they are considered too much “liberal” to measure the 
agreement, often overestimating it. Among the most current used are the Pearson coefficient and the coefficient 
of Spearman [11] [17] [20]. 

Therefore, the inter-rater concordance is best expressed by coefficients of agreement, which provides the pro-
portions of agreement that can be expected to occur by chance or by real agreement in the results obtained by 
different examiners [12] [14].  

5. Calculation of Inter-Rater Agreement 
One of the possible mathematical approach to agreement is called the concordance kappa statistic ( )k , that can 
be interpreted as a proportional correction to the concordance by chance, and has been widely used in several 
studies of neurological disease, focusing on the neurological examination [9] [21], diagnosis [1] [22]-[24] or in 
therapeutic efficacy evaluation [1]-[3]. It can be expressed mathematically by the following formula: 
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where: “ oP ” is the proportion of actual agreements and “ eP ” is the proportion of agreements expected by 
chance [17]. 

A statistical weakness of k  coefficient is that it doesn’t provide the magnitude of the examiners disagree. 
Every disagreement is treated equally. So, is convenient, where there’re more than two classificatory categories, 
to weight these degrees of variance, in order to more accurately measure the amounts of it between examiners. 
This is the weighted kappa coefficient ( )kρ  [16] [17] [20]. This coefficient can be mathematically expressed 
by: 
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where: “ oP ρ ” is the proportion of weighted actual agreements and “ eP ρ ” is the proportion of weighted agree-
ments expected by chance [20]. 

The most commonly problem cited in relation to the kappa statistic is that its value is very dependent on the 
proportion of results allocated in each category. The coefficient is directly dependent on both the number of va-
riables for classification as the number of subjects in sample classified in each category [20]. That’s quite evi-
dent when it has only two of it. The reason for this effect is that the frequencies generated by the chance vary 
widely and the expected value in each of these categories, by chance, definitely changes the value of k , what 
induce an error called prevalence bias. 
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The consequence of this property is that can be generated a confusion bias in the comparison of k  values 
from different studies, when the prevalence of each category are not similar between these. Computer programs, 
provide an extra coefficient, when in such situations is the k  adjusted for prevalence bias (PABAK) [20]. De-
spite the criticism about the kappa statistic, this is one of the most correct approach to problems in agreement 
[12] [14] [16]. 

Another statistical instrument to approach inter-rater agreement, which has been used in recent studies of re-
liability, is the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). This coefficient expresses the proportion of total va-
riance that is due to the true variance between patients. Include the variability found between examiners, be-
tween individuals and residual error.It’s increased if the variance caused by differences among patients is high 
[19] [25].The ICC can be expressed mathematically by the following formula:  
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where: 2sσ  is the variance between individuals, 2oσ  is the variance between examiners and 2eσ  and is the 
variance of the error. 

The interpretation of ICC is performed similarly to the k  coefficient. The values of this coefficient of 
agreement can range from −1 to +1, indicating, respectively, to total disagreement and total agreement. The 
agreement by chance produces a coefficient equal to 0 [26]. A value equal or greater than 0.60 would be evi-
dence of a clinically acceptable reliability, with satisfactory, good or excellent, inter-rater agreement [12] [16] 
[19] [20]. Intermediate values between these extremes are classified as according to Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Classification of inter-rater agreement according to coefficients κ,κρ and ICC values.                               

Coefficient Value Classification 

0 - 0.20 Insufficient 

0.21 - 0.40 Low 

0.41 - 0.60 Moderate 

0.61 - 0.80 Good 

0.81 - 1.0 Excellent 

6. Conclusions 
A stroke scale is useful if there’s minimal variability in its results and these are comparable to other scales with 
same purpose or can be correlate to other assessment tools. Reliability is clinically appropriate according to the 
degree of agreement intra or inter-examiner; and there’s homogeneity and consistency between its component 
items. The inter-rater agreement could be calculated using a simple percentage. This, however, doesn’t consider 
the possible agreement by chance, what is therefore unsuitable for use in clinical trials. Also inter-rater agree-
ment can be obtained by correlation coefficients that have a statistic tendency to overestimate the concordance 
without expressing your true level. Ultimately it can be calculated by agreement coefficients, which seem to be 
the best means of assessment. The definitive validation of scales remains difficult to obtain in the absence of a 
gold-standard assessment instruments for the diagnostic and, especially, prognosis, of neurological disorders, 
precluding assessment to criterion validity. However, construct validity can be assessed by comparing results of 
similar scales. In this case, the statistical analysis using the agreement coefficient is inappropriate, tending the 
results to extremely poor values. On the other hand, the correlation coefficients are very accurate instruments for 
use with this purpose. 

The use of reliable, valid, sensitive, and specific scales is fundamental in stroke, as to evaluate the effective-
ness of new therapies, some distant away from us a few years ago, but increasingly present today, as to describe 
the consequences of neurological damage and clinical changes responsible for handicaps and disabilities that 
will represent a better or worse quality of life for patients and their relatives. 
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changes responsible for handicaps and disabilities that will represent a better or worse quality of life for patients 
and their relatives. 
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